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Our goal is to offer broad capabilities, competitive pricing, exceptional quality and outstanding service to each and every customer.
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				Reliability			

		

		

				
			The company endeavors to satisfy our customers by providing prompt services and maintaining a high standard of Quality , which identifies us a ‘Reliable company”. Needless to mention that communication with customers furthers strengthens the bond and makes us the most chosen supplier.
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				Research & Development			

		

		

				
			We have  a dedicated technical team for carrying out research in the field of new technologies as well as in development of  new Products. This is supported by a well equipped Quality Assurance Laboratory to meet Indian and International Standards including defence standards and a highly experienced team which ensures customer satisfaction at all times. 
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				Manufacturing			

		

		

				
			Our company has a series of Ball Mills, polishers , and Mixers, which are designed and fabricated with precision, while keeping in mind about the safety of personnel working on them. The present capacity is adequate to meet an ever increasing demand of the market of Explosives , concrete Construction, fumigants, Defence and Pigments. Company is poised for enhancing the capacity considering the growth in demand for housing ,Roads and bridges etc.
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				Experience			

		

		

				
			A technical collaboration with a Belgian company, who was pioneer in aluminium powder manufacturing has given a technical; know how way back in 1983 and since then our company has been in the business of manufacturing Aluminium powder, pigment and Paste .Company has more than 38 years experience and over this span, company has gathered a huge quantum of knowledge in the manufacturing ,handling and marketing our product.
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